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The present Partnership Agreement, hereinafter referred to as "the Agreement", is made and entered

into by and between,

The ALEXANDREIO TECHNOLOGICO EKPEIDEITIKO IDRYMA THESSALONIKI

Sindos Thesssaloniki. PO Box - 57400. Greece

hereinafter referred to as the "coordinator", represented for the purposes of signature of the Agreement
by Professor Panagiotis Tzionas, Rector, the legal representative as defined in the Grant Agreement no

585620-EPP-l -2017-1-EL-EPPKA2-CBHE-JP (2017-2886 / 001 - 001),

and the followins beneficiaries GAVAR STATE UNIVERSITY - established in Gavar, Armenia

hereinafter referred to as the "benefrciary", represented for the purposes of signature of this Agreement
by their legal representatives, according to the Mandates previously signed and attached to the Grant
Agreement (here in Annex I).

Where a provision applies without distinction to the "coordinator" and the "beneficiary", for the
purpose of this Agreement they will be collectively referred to as the "beneficiary".

The parties hereby have agreed as follows:

Article I
Subject of the Partnership Agreement

1.1 This Agreement defines the terms that govern the relations between the parties, by establishing
their rights and obligations, and lays down the rules of procedure for the work to be carried out in
order to successfully implement the Erasmus* CBHE action "Fostering university-enterprise
cooperation and entrepreneurship of students via SMART (hereinafter referred to as the "project").

1.2 The coordinator and the beneficiary, undertake to do everything in their power to carry out the
work programme forming the subject of this Agreement, which falls within the framework of the
Grant Agreement no 2017-28861001-001, concluded between the coordinator and the Education,
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Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency (hereinafter referred to as the "Executive Agency"),
related to the above-mentioned project.

1.3 The subject matter of this Agreement and the related work programrne are detailed in the

annexes of the Grant Agreement. The respective Grant Agreement terms and conditions, related
annexes and guidelines, shall form an integral part of the present Agreement, and take precedence over
it (see Article 20 of the present Agreement for the list of annexes).

1.4 The coordinator and the beneficiary shall be bound by the terms and conditions of this
Agreement, the Grant Agreement and any further amendments of the latter.

Article 2

Duration

2.1 This Agreement shall enter into force on the date the last parly signs, but shall have retroactive

effect from the starting date of the eligibility period laid down in the Grant Agreement.

2,2 The period of eligibility of the activities and the costs shall be in accordance to the dispositions
of the Grant Agreement or any subsequent amendments of it.

2.3 The present Agreement shall remain in force until the coordinator has been discharged in full of
his obligations arising from the Grant Agreement signed with the Executive Agency.

Article 3

Obligations and responsibilities

3.1 General obligations and role of the benefi ciary (including the coordinator).

The beneficiary:

(a) are jointly responsible for carrying out the activities attributed to thetn, and shall conduct the

work in accordance with the rvork programme and schedule set forth in the Grant Agreement
and approved application, working to the best of their abilities to achieve the defined results and

taking full responsibility for their work in accordance with accepted professional principles;

(b) undertake to comply with all the provisions of the Grant Agreement and its annexes, with all the
provisions of this Agreement, as well as with EU and national legislation;

(c) are jointly responsible for complying with any legal obligations incumbent on them jointly or
individually;

(d) shall provide staff, facilities, equipment and material to the extent needed for executing the
activities as specified in the rvork programme;

(e) shall be responsible for the sound financial management and cost efficiency of the funds
allocated to the project.

3.2 Specific obligations and role of the coordinator.

The coordinator undertakes to:

(a) be responsible for the overall coordination, management and implementation of the project in
accordance with the Grant Agreement;

(b) be the intermediary for all communication between the beneficiary and the Executive Agency,
and inform the beneficiary of any relevant communication exchansed with the Executive
Agency;

(c) inform the beneficiary of any changes connected to the project or to the Grant Agreement, or of
any event likely to substantially affect the implementation of the action;
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as the sole recipient of payments on behalf of all beneficiary, transfer funds to the beneficiary
without unjustified delay arrd in accordance with the dispositions for payments laid down in
Article 5 of this Agreement;

manage and verify the appropriate spending of the funds in accordance with the dispositions of
the Grant Agreement and this Agreement;

comply with all reporting requirements vis-d-vis the Executive Agency, as per the dispositions
of Article I.4 of the Grant Agreement. The coordinator shall not delegate any part of this task to
any party;

establish payment requests on behalf of the beneficiary, as per the dispositions of Article I.4 of
the Grant Agreement;

provide one copy of this Agreement duly signed to each beneficiary and to the Executive
Agency within 6 months of the signature of the Grant Agreement.

provide the benefi ciary with official documents related to the project, such as the signed Grant
Agreement and its annexes, the Guidelines for the Use of the Grant, the various repofts
templates and any other relevant document concerning the project.

transmit to the beneficiary copies of all reporls submitted to the Executive Agency, as well as
copies of any feedback letters received from the Agency following report assessment and field
monitoring visits.

3.3 Specific obligations and role of each beneficiary (excluding the coordinator).

Each beneficiary undertakes to:

(a) ensure adequate communication with the coordinator and with the other beneficiary;

(b) support the coordinator in fulfilling its tasks according to the Grant Agreement;

(c) submit in due time to the coordinator all relevant data needed to draw up the reports, financial
statements and any other documents provided for in the Grant Agreement, as well as all
necessary documents in the events of audits, checks or evaluations;

(d) provide the coordinator with any other information or documents it may require and which are
necessary for the management of the project;

(e) notifu the coordinator of any event likely to substantialty affect or delay the implementation of
the action, as well as of any impofiant deviation of the project (e.g. replacement of the project
contact person, changes in partner's budget, deviations from work plan etc.);

(D inform the coordinator of any change in its legal, financial, technical, organisational or
ownership situation and of any change in its name, address or legal representative.

Article 4

Financing the action

4.1 The maximum Erasmus* grant contribution to the project for the contractual period covered by
the Grant Agreement amounts to EUR 1.000.000 and shall take the form as stipulated in Annex III of
the Grant Agreement.

4.2 The Erasmus* grant contribution is awarded to the partnership under the form of:

o a "reimbursement of actual costs" for Equipment and Subcontracting costs

' a"unit contribution" to the costs incurred for Staff costs, Travel costs and costs of Stay

4'3 The grant contribution to the project is intended to cover only part of the costs actually incurred
by the beneficiary in carrying out the activities foreseen. Th; beneficiary commits t; provide

(d)

(e)
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additional resources to the project so
Agreement.

4,4 Full details of the estimated
category is given in Annex III of this

as to ensure its full implementation in accordance with the Grant

budget breakdown per funding source, beneficiary and budget
Asreement.

Article 5

Payment arrangements

5.1 The total financial support granted to the SMART project is 1.000.000 euros. Fqr the local
MANAgEMENT Of thESC fUNdS, thE ALEXANDREIO TECHNOLOGICO EKPEIDEITIKO IDRYMA
THESSALONIKI shall transfer to the beneficiary the following amounts in euros to cover the
following issues, whose breakdown is shown in Annex III:

GAVAR srATE UNIVERSITY - established in Gavar. Armenia

- Staff cost:
Travel cost:
Costs of stay:

- Equipment Cost:

2s.801 €
6.030 €

12.975 €
42.720 €

- Subcontracting Cost: 4.324 €
TOTAL 91.850 €

5.2 Upon receipt of the first payment by the EACEA, the coordinator will transfer 55% of the
funds allocated for the staff cost and for travel and cost of stay to the beneficiary.

5.3 Once the interim report has been submitted to the EACEA, ancl after its approval and the
reception of the second payment by the Coordinator, the latter will transfer to the berieficiary 25% of
the funds allocated for staff costs and for travel and stay as long as the beneficiary .on1pties with
following req uirements :

- The beneficiary must have submitted all the information required for the preparation of this
interim report along with the documents with the documents required in tne Crant Agreement
and the Erasmus + Programtne Guide 2018 of (Annex I- Capacity Building in the field of
Higher Education) in due time.

- The beneficiary must have completed the activities planned for this period. The relatedjustified costs oorresponding to both travel and cost of ,iuy rurt be accounted for, and should
be directly related to such activities.

- The beneficiary must have spent at least 70% ofthe first payment, subject to the criteria of the
unit costs according to the distribution indicated in Annex III.

once the beneficiary has submitted the final report to the EACEA and after the approval and receipt ofthe final balance, the coordinator will transferio the beneficiary the remaining )oy"of staffcosts andtravel and maintenance as long as the beneficiary meets the following requirenients:
- The beneficiary must have submitted to tlre coordinator all the information required for thepreparation of this final reporl along with the documents required in the Grant Agreement andthe Erasmus * plogramme Guide 2018 of (Annex I - Capacity Building in the netO of HigherEducation) in due time.
- The beneficiary must have completed the activities planrred

corresponding to both staff travel and subsistence must be
and accounted for.

for this period. The justified costs
directly related to such activities

- The beneficiary must have spent the entire amount allocatecl, sub.ject to the criteria of unitcosts according to the distribution indicated in Annex III.
5 '4 In the case of not meeting the requirements described above, the transfer of the secondpayment and the final payment to the beneficiary will be postponed until the beneficiary meets thecoruesponding req u irements.



If, for any just cause' travel costs established in Annex III are not carried out, the beneficiary mustnotify the coordinator and provided that it did 
_not 

affect negatively the completion of any of the
planned activities, the unspent amount shall be deducted fronithe second payment or from the final
payment accordingly. In this case, the total amount allocated to the beneficiary will be proportionally
decreased.

5'5 Costs of transfers charged by the bank of the.beneficiary shall be borne by the beneficiary. All
costs of repeat transfers caused by one of the parties shall be borne by the parry which caused the
repetition of the transfer.

Article 6

Reporting

6'l The coordinator is responsible for submitting in due time to the Executive Agency all reports
and financial statements as required in the Grant Agreement. For this purpose and in i timely manner,
the beneficiary commit to provide the coordinator with all necessary iniormation and, if applicable,
copies of supporting documents needed for drawing up reports, financial statements and any ot6er
documents required in the Grant Agreement.

6.2 The coordinator shall provide the beneficiary
declaration of expenses/activities and the respective
must be drawn up in EURO.

6'3 The beneficiary shall keep a record of any expenditure/activity incurred under the project and allproofs and related documents for a period of 5 years after the payment of the final balance under theGrant Agreement. The coorclinator may reject any item which cannot be justified in accordance with
the rules set out by the Executive Agency in the drant Agreement and in the Guidelines for the Use of,I

rne urant.

Article 7

Budgetary and financial management

7'1 The Erasmus+ grant contribution to the project's staff costs, travel costs and costs of stay will becalculated on the basis of "unit contributions" whose individual amounts are specified in the Erasmus*Programme Guide and the Guiclelines for the use of the Grant.

7 '2 For the management of allocated funds, the beneficiary must abide by the rules and regulationsoutlined in the Erasmus* Program, in the Grant Agreement and in this Agreement, of which the mostimportant aspects are detailed below.

7.2.a. Staff Costs

The payment of staff costs through the project will follow the remuneration policy according to theE'rasmus* Erasmus* Programtne capacity-Iiuilding projects in the field of Higher Education (GBFIE),Guidelirres for the use of the Grant For grants awarded in 2017 under call EAC/A03 12016(VERSION 02: 09 JANUARY 2018) and apprJpriate unit costs. The existence of a formal contractualrelationship between the employee and trt. beneficiary institutions is required. volunteers andsubcontractors are not entitled to collect payments allocated for staff costs.
7.2.b. Travel cost

The amount allocated under this heading iricludes expenses relating to travel tickets, visas, travelinsurance and cancellation costs if they aie justified. The unit cost of each trip is paid independent ifthe real cost is higher or less. The unit cost of each trip and each activity is set out in Annex III. It shallbe supported by the documentation specified in Annex IV.
The insurance should cover the following aspects:

- Travel insurance

with the appropriate reporting forms for the
instructions for their completion. These reports



- Liability insurance
- Accident and serious illness (inctuding perrnanent or temporary disability)- Death insurance (including repatriationj

7 .2.c. Cost of stay

The amount allocated under-lhis heading includes allowances, accommodation, local and publictransport such as bus or taxi. The unit cost for each day is paid independent if the real cost is higher orless' The unit cost for each day for each activity is estautisrred in Annex III. No justification of actualcosts for this concept will be required. It shall b! supported bt the documentation specified Annex IV.
7 .2.d. Equipment

The amount allocated under 
-this heading includes equipments allocated in the budget for thebeneficiary' Benefi ciary should submit to coordinator ttre list of the equipments which it needs to besupplied' After approving the list by coordinator, beneficiary must follow the national rules andregulations for supplying equipments and the rules and regulations outlined in the Erasmus* program,

in the Grant Agreement' coordinator must approve the final chosen supplying company. At the end,coordinator must transfer the exact amount of the cost for supplying the equipments. After payment ofthe invoice to the company and receiving the material, the beneficiary must submit to the Coordinatorthe original invoice along with a certificate (signed.and stamped from the legai representative) statingthe registration of the material supplied in the irganizatlon,s inventory.
7.2.e. Subcontracting

The amount allocated under this heading includes subcontracting allocated in the budget for thebeneficiary' Benefi ciary should submit to Joordinator the tasks for sirbcontractors. After approving thetasks by coordinator, beneficiary must follow the national rules and regulations for subcontractors andthe rules and regulations outlined irr the Erasmus* program, in the Grant Agreement. Coordinatormust approve the final chosen subcontractor. At the end, Jooroinutor must transfer the exact amount ofthe payment of subcontractor. After payment of the invoice to the subcontractor, the benefi ciarymustsubmit to the coordinator the originai invoice along with repo rtlmaterial etc (signed and stamped fromthe legal representative) produced from the subcontractor

7 '3 The beneficiary confirms.,that they 
.respect the social and labour legislation of their countryregarding the costs of staff contributing to the project.

7 '4 Each beneficiary is responsible for ensuring adeq'ate insurance arrangements for their staff andstudents while participating in project activities.
7 '5 Any expenditure including vAT, duties and charges (such as customs and import duties) are noteligible unless the coordinator can provide an officLl dorur.nt from the competent authoritiesproving that the. coffesponding costs cannot be recovered. In any case, taxes and duties have to betreated in accordance with thelu*..*.tption agreement, signed ult*een the E,ropean union and thePartner country for whicrr the equipmeni or r.riices are destined.

Article 8 Administrative and Financiar penarties

Any administrative and financial penalty for the reasons described in Article II. 17 0fthe GrantAgreement is shared accordingly to alt the partners.

Article 8 Administrative and Financiar penarties

8.1. Any administrative and financiar penahy, for the reasons
Agreement, imposed to a specific benehcia* L, EACEA is to

described in Article ll,l7 of the Grant
be applied to the said beneficiary

8.2. Penalties imposed by EACEA
Agreement related to poor, partial
visibilify obligations are,t aied bv all

according to articles I.10.6, I.l0.r0 , and U.25.4 of the Grantor late implementation, poor performance or non,respect ofpartners proportionaily to their share of the project,s budeet



Article 9

General administrative provisions

9.1 Any important project related communication between the parties shall be done in writing and
addressed to the appointed project manager of each beneficiary.

9.2 Bank details

The bank details for the transfer of payments under this Agreement to the beneficiary are:

Partner: GAVAR STATE UNIVERSITY

- NAMC ANd Address of the account holder: GAVAR STATE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION
I Hrant Hakobyan Street, Gavar, 1201, Armenia

- Tax Code (CIF): 08402758-AM
- Bank code: 16021
- Bank Address: l7 Boshnaghyan street, Gavar, 1201, Armenia,

VTB BANK ARMENIA 114140 BRANCH
- Swift code: ARMJAM22
- Account numb er: 16021 1 801 41 00
- IBAN: N/A

9.3 Any changes to the above information should be communicated in a timely manner.

Article 10

Promotion and visibility

10.1 The coordinator and the beneficiary shall ensure adequate promotion of the project and commit
to playing an active role in any actions organised to capitalise on, exploit / disseminate the results of
the project.

10.2 Any notioe or publication by the project, including at a conferenoe or a seminar, must specifo
that the project is being co-financed by EU funds within the framework of the Erasmus* programme,
and must comply with the visibility rules laid down in Articles I.10.8 and t.10.9 of the Grant
Agreement, as well as in section 1.6 of the Guidelines for the Use of the Grant.

Article 11

Confidentiality and data protection

I l.l The coordinator and the beneficiary undertake to preserve the confidentiality of any document,
information or other material directly related to the subject of the Agreement thai is duly classed as
confidential' if disclosure could cause prejudice to the other party. The parties shall 1..rain bound by
this obligation beyond the closing date of the action.

lI'2 All personal data contained in or relating to this Agreement shall be processed in accordance
with the dispositions of Article II.6 of the Grant Agreement.

Article 12

Ownership and property rights

l2'l The ownership of all project results, including copyrights and intellectual
well as all reports and other documentation resulting' fi; the action, shall
beneficiary, in compliance with Article I.7 of the Grant A-greement.

properly rights, as

be vested in the



12.2 Materials already developed and brought in may be only used within the scope of the project as
templates of good practice. Copyrights shall be strictly safeguarded and permission for reproduction
and scale of production has to be settled beforehand.

Article 13

Liability

13.1 Each of the contracting parties discharges the other of any civil liabitity for any damages
suffered by itself or its staff/students as a result of the perfonnance of this Agreement, insofar as such
damages are not due to serious or intentional negligence or fault of the other iutty or its staff/students.

Article l4

Conflict of interest

14'1 The coordinator and beneficiary must undertake all necessary precautions to prevent any risk of
conflicts of interest which could affect their impartial and objective performance of the Agieement.
Such conflict of interest could arise in particular as a result of economic interest, political oi national
affinity, family or emotional reasons, or any other shared interest.

14.2 Any situation constituting or likely to lead to any such conflict should be brought to the
attention of the coordinator without delay, and the beneficiary in cause shall undertake to take all
necessary measures to rectify this situation at once.

14'3 The coordinator will decide if it is deemed necessary to inform the Executive Agency as
provided for in Article II.4 of the Grant Asreement.

Article 15

Working languages & Communication

15'1 The official working language for the project will be English. Translation to local languages is
the responsibility of the partners.

15'2 Both parties commit in allocating to the project staff with enough knowledge of the working
language, allowing a smooth communication and understanding of the matters discussed.
l5'3 The internal communication between partners will be channeled through an Intranet, whichwill be designed specifically for SMART, and lield in an independent third party server.

Article 16

Conflict resolution

16'1 In case of conflict between the project partners resr.rlting from the interpretation or theapplication of this Agreement, or in connection with the activities contained within, the partiesinvolved shall make the effort to come to an amicable arrangement rapidly and in the spirit of goodcooperation.

16'2 Disputes should be addressed in writing to the project Steering Committee (or a body consistingof representatives of all the project partners), that will try to mediate in order to resolve the conflict.

Article 17

Applicable law and jurisdiction

17 '1 This Agreement is governed by the Greek law, being the law of the coordinator,s country.
17.2 In case of any disputes on matters
amicable settlement, the matter shall have
coordinator's country.

under this Agreement, which cannot
to be decided in accordance with the

be resolved by an
jurisdiction of the



11.3 If any provision of this Agreement orthe application of any such provision shall be considered
invalid or unenforceable in whole or in part for legal requirementso all other stipulations remain valid
and binding to both parties.

17.4 If any provision in this Agreement should be wholly or partly ineffective, the parties to this
Agreement undertake to replace the ineffective provision by an effective provision which comes as
close as possible to the purpose of the ineffective provision.

17.5 This Agreement is concluded in English.

Article l8

Termination of the Agreement

18.1 In the event that any of the beneficiary fail to perform any obligations under the present
Agreement or the Grant Agreement, the coordinator may terminate their participation in the project,
upon formal written authorisation by the Executive Agency.

18.2 The coordinator shall notiff the beneficiary in cause by registered letter. The beneficiary has
one month to supply all relevant information to appeal the decision.

Article l9

Force Majeure

19.1 If either parties face a case of force majeure (as per defined in article II.l4 of the Grant
Agreement), it shall promptly notify the other party in writing, specif,ring the nature, probable
duration and expected effects of this event.

19.2 Neither of the parties shall be deemed in breach of its obligations if it has been prevented from
performing its tasks due to force majeure. The parties shall take all necessary measures to minimise
possible damage to successful project implementation.

Article 20

Amendments

20.1 Any amendments to this Agreement must be made in writing by means of a Supplementary
Agreement, and become effective when signed by the authorised legal representatives of both parties.
No oral agreement may bind the parties to this effect.

20.2 The amendment may not have the purpose or the effect of making changes which might call into
question the dispositions of the Grant Agreement.

Article 21

Annexes

Annex I: Copy of the Grant Agreement signed befween the coordinator and the Executive
Agency, its annexes, and any existing amendment.

Annex II : Detailed description of the project activities

Annex III: Budget/Expenditure/Co-financing breakdown per partner and budget category.

Annex IV: Compulsory supporting documentation for financial purposes

We, the undersigned, declare to have read and accepted the terms and conditions of this Agreement as
described here before, including the annexes thereto.



For the Coordin ator

The legal representative

Date 20/0212018

-anagiotis*Tzionas
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For the Beneficiary

The legal representative

Prof. Ruzanna Hakobyan

Rector of Gavar State University (GSU)' Armenia

Signature and stamp

Done in Gavar, Armenia

Date 28102/2018 W,6
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